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The most user-friendly, clinically relevant overview of the practice of anesthesiologyA Doody's Core

Title for 2015!Current, concise, and engagingly written, Morgan & Mikhailâ€™s Clinical

Anesthesiology, Fifth Edition is a true essential for all anesthesia students and practitioners. This

trusted classic delivers comprehensive coverage of the fieldâ€™s must-know basic science and

clinical topics in a clear, easy-to-understand presentation. Indispensable for coursework, exam

review, and as a clinical refresher, this trusted text has been extensively updated to reflect the latest

research and developments.Hereâ€™s why Clinical Anesthesiology is the best anesthesiology

resource:NEW full-color presentationNEW chapters on the most pertinent topics in anesthesiology,

including anesthesia outside of the operating room and a revamped peripheral nerve blocks chapter

that details ultrasound-guided regional anesthesiaUp-to-date discussion of all relevant areas within

anesthesiology, including equipment, pharmacology, regional anesthesia, pathophysiology, pain

management, and critical careCase discussions promote application of the concepts to real-world

practiceNumerous tables and figures encapsulate important information and facilitate memorization
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This is simply a revamped Morgan compared to the last one. Mostly everything is in color, more

bold points made throughout each chapter, but the same easy to follow layout, and more logically

organized. Still missing some of the little things like where the PISS pins are located, and they took



out some of the arterial line curves and some other little things that I can't remember during my

speed reading of the book that irked me (just adding all the tiny details would have made it a more

comprehensive book). Other than that they added a chapter on perioperative management, and a

whole section on periop care (mostly reorganized chapters that already existed and added I think

about 3 more), separated neurosurgery from people with neurological/psychiatric diseases, and

overall added over 200 more pages. It's a good remodel, same good foundation, with some of the

new medications and technological advances in the field of anesthesia. Would definitely

recommend it, especially for people that like visual stimulation while they are studying.

As with previous editions, the (new) authors clearly and concisely present the material in an easily

digestible format. This is a must-have book for board preparation.

when compared to other Anesthesia books, this one tops them all. Tons of pictures (esp for

regional), simplified descriptions, straight forward, and minimal emphasis on bizarre rat studies! It

was a great studying tool for the boards!

The old edition of this book was my favorite when I was in residency. The new edition is beautifully

put together, with color images. The text is still organized in a succinct, clear manner. Great for

preparing for boards / MOCA recertification. I am so happy that the fifth edition is finally out. Well

worth the wait.

just like I remember from residency, but more information and very updated. I've only "thumbed"

through it, but plan to use it as a QUICK reference for Board Reveiw when I don't want to dig too

deep into Miller.

The text is the foundation for anyone rotating in anesthesiology. Provides adequate information

without being too detail oriented. Definately the first text to use for a new resident/rotator.

Overall a complete clinical and board review textbook. Big improvements: up to date, new chapters

+ 70 new figures and 20 new tables (in color), precise concepts and easy to read

While Morgan and Mikhail has always been hailed as an accessible text, this one surpasses

previous editions in clarity and ease of reading.
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